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From the bottom of his meadow, a thoroughbred heard the 
cries of “heave ho”. He jumped the fence to go to their aid. The 
thoroughbred took up the reins and started to pull. 

“HEAVE HO! HEAVE HO!”
Since the thoroughbred was very strong, and was cheered on 
by the mare and the foal, the nut did move slightly… but it 
remained in the ground.

Returning home to the farm, a workhorse heard the cries of 
“heave ho”. Extremely curious, he went over and decided to 
lend Joel, the mare and the thoroughbred a hand. So it was over 
to the workhorse now – and he began to tug.

“ HEAVE HO! 
HEAVE HO!”

As the workhorse was ultra-strong, and the foal, the mare  
and the thoroughbred shouted themselves hoarse in support, 
the nut finally came loose with a  

PLOP !
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Happy Hooves
No riding school was more aptly named than “Happy 

Hooves”. Indeed, they did everything in their power to 
make their riders happy...
For Max and Olivia, the owners of this special place, nothing was 
too much trouble when it came to their horses and their riders. 
Since their school first opened, they had made it their mission to 
build up a collection of horses of all shapes, sizes and characters. 
That way, they would have the perfect horse for every rider.

Max could often be heard chuckling:

A nervous rider would be given a calm, restrained horse; a 
confident rider, an eager horse with a bit of ‘spark’; a snooty 
rider, a proud horse with a haughty bearing. And at Max and 
Olivia’s, the children weren’t forgotten either: Olivia spent 
much of her time taking care of a string of ponies in a pretty 
paddock.

One day, Max and Olivia received a letter that filled them with 
pride and joy: they had finally been given permission to hold  
a riding competition at their school.

“At Happy Hooves, 
there’s a steed for every need!”
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PICTURE BOOKS 10 STORIES

• Wonderful illustrations 
• Enchanted and captivating stories
• Complete existing bestselling series

One new title to extend this magical series! Horses are 
powerful and majestic friends with their ability to speed 
children off and away on prodigious adventures. With these 
10 new stories, the young readers will discover the horses and 
ponies qualities and their unique ability to form a very special 
bond with riders. Children will not want to stop reading these 
stories and will gallop through its pages! 
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Wear your finest crown and join Princess Kelly at the top of 
her skyscraper. Princess Kaya is waiting for you in the Artic Pole 

for an extraordinary sea cruse! Would the queen appreciate 
Princess Adelaide manners and attitude?  

Thanks to these 10 royal stories, you will travel into 
the enchanted and eccentric world of the Princesses 

of the universe. 

3 titles in this series:

Author: claire bertholet
English translation: jessica smith
Illustrations of this title: adora

www.adora-illustrations.fr

Attention!
This is a digitally printed dummy.

The characteristics of the
printed books might be slightly

different from the printing
quality of this dummy.
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Hurry up, take your magic wand and help
fairy Colorella light up her Colorama kingdom. 

You will also take part in the best fairy of the year pageant. 
Will Olga, the witch, pass her sorcerer’s exams?

Thanks to these 10 fantastic stories, you will 
travel into the magical and startling world 

of the fairies and witches. 

Author: claire bertholet
English translation: jessica smith

Illustrations of this title: laure phelipon
www.laure-illustrations.com

3 titles in this series:

Attention!
This is a digitally printed dummy.

The characteristics of the
printed books might be slightly

different from the printing
quality of this dummy.
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All aboard, buccaneers! Captain Firebeard is sailing 
the oceans in search of Peg-Leg’s famous treasure. 

In the meantime, Piratix is zooming across the galaxies on his 
Terrifix spaceship. Will captain Fociferous get his voice back? 

Thanks to these 10 gripping stories, you’ll join impressive 
Pirates in amazing and surprising adventures. 

3 titles in this series:

Author: claire bertholet
English translation: jessica smith

Illustrations of this title: léa fabre
leafabre.ultra-book.com

Attention!
This is a digitally printed dummy.

The characteristics of the
printed books might be slightly

different from the printing
quality of this dummy.
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Pirates in amazing and surprising adventures. 
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Saddle up! 
Join Davy and his pony Dinky for a show-jumping contest! 

Who will win the Contentment Cup?
Take a fairy-tale flight over an immense snow-covered forest 

with Ania and Raissa! 

Thanks to these 10 equestrian stories, accompany our horses, 
ponies and unicorns on some fabulous adventures. 

4 titles in this series:

Author: claire bertholet
English translation: joanna neville
Illustrations of this title: adora

Attention!
This is a digitally printed dummy.

The characteristics of the
printed books might be slightly

different from the printing
quality of this dummy.
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•  1 title
•  64 pages + 2 x 4 endpapers  

+ hard cover (option: padded 
cover)

•  207 x 265 mm
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Previous titles in this series:


